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2.1. **REMEMBER (PAST SIMPLE)**

We……………………football at the park yesterday. (play)
I………………………dinner with a friend last night. (have)
I………………………shopping yesterday because I………….some new shoes.(go /need)
We……………………….to go to the beach on Saturday, but it………….all day. (want /rain)
I……………………….to work because the bus was late. (walk)
I……………………….a lot of sport at the weekend. Now I feel tired. (do)

2.2. **VERBS**

Regular verbs:
When a verb ends in (consonant – vowel – consonant), we double the final consonant and add (-ed).

* stop / stopped………..travel / travelled
when a verb ends i (-e), addd (-d).

* love / loved…live / lived…..dance / danced
When a verb ends in (consonant + -y), change the (-y) to (-i) and add (ed).

* cry / cried………fry / fried……..try / tried
When a verb ends in (vowel + y), simply add (-ed).

* play / played …pray / prayed
delay / delayed..stay / stayed

Irregular verbs:
Some verbs have an irregular past simple form in the affirmative.

* do / did…….have / had………..go / went……..see / saw…….
* buy / bought……..write / wrote……….understand / understood

2.3. **COMPLETE THE DESCRIPTIONS USING THE PAST SIMPE FORMS OF THE VERBS.**

A) (be x 2 –go- have- not go- stay- watch)
My weekend…………..very relaxing. On Saturday I just…………..at home and
……………..TV. I…………..out because I………………..too tired. On Sunday
I……………….to the gym, then I…………….lunch in the park with friends.

B) (be- decide – do- go- not like- play- work)
On Saturday , I…………….in my parents’ shop. Then I…………………to the cinema
But I………………..the flm very much. On Sunday , I……………….very tired so I
I………………….stay at home. I………………….some cooking and ………….computer
games with my boyfriend.
2.4.

2.4.1. **Write three sentences about what you did yesterday.**
- ………………………………………………………………………………….
- ………………………………………………………………………………….
- ………………………………………………………………………………….

2.4.2. **Write three sentences about the things you did every day when you were at primary school.**
- …………………………………………………………………………………………
- ……………………………………………………………………………………………..
- ………………………………………………………………………………………………

2.4.3. **Past simple : time expressions.**
- We use (last) with…………..(last night, last week, last month, last year……….)
- We can also use (last) in questions:
  *When did you last visit a museum?
  *When was the last time you called your family?

Notice :……Here are some common time expressions we use with (the simple past):
- in……….in 1966 , in 1957
- at + age….at the age of 16
- during+ period of time…………during his career
- on + day…………….on his birthday , on the day he died.

2.4.4. **verb + to + infinitive**
Here are some common verbs that are always followed by (to + infinitive):
- decide……….We decided to go to the party.
- hope………….She is hoping to go to university next year.
- plan……………They are planning to buy a new house.
- want…………...I want to watch the football match.
- would like……..I’d like to see a film tonight.

2.5. **CHOOSE THE CORRECT PREPOSITIONS :**
- I started school at / on the age of seven.
- I was born in / on 1992.
- I went to France at / during the summer holiday.
- I went to the cinema at / on my birthday.
2.6. **TRANSPORT ( VOCABULARY ):**

- bus…plane……bike…….boat..........train..........subway..........car..........taxi
- motorbike / scooter............tram..............ferry

notice: We often use ( by + transport ).

-I often go to school by bus.
-We went to collage by train.

A Few Sentences :
- Bruno didn’t hate flying before.
- Erkan had a choice about how to get to school.
- Carole didn’t decide to change her form of transport.
- Alex preferred the train because it was cheap.

Two Questions :
- How did you travel to school when you were younger ?
- How did you get to class today ? Do you always come by the same form of transport ?
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